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OPTITEC REMOTE CONTROL 
JOCKEY WHEEL

REDARC 40 AMP IN-VEHICLE 
BATTERY CHARGER

The Polaris 7” All Road GPS 
means you’ll never get lost 
again! The GPS has built in 
HEMA off road and street 
navigation, USB input, as 
well as a built in dash cam. 
Not only that, the GPS also 
features a reverse camera 
to make reversing a large 
rig much easier, and two 
additional camera inputs. The 
7” anti glare touch screen will 
allow you to clearly see the 
screen in sunny conditions, 
so you always know where 
you’re going!  

For more information visit  
www.mypolaris.com.au  
or call 1300 55 55 14

Have you ever had trouble moving or 
adjusting your caravan to an optimal 
position? This is where the Optitec 
Remote Control Jockey Wheel comes 
in handy. The wheel moves all types of 
trailers and caravans on hard surfaces 
and on firm grass and gravel in the 
right conditions, making it much easier 

to adjust the position of your caravan 
when you’re on the road. The wheel 
is designed to clamp onto the chassis 
and be used as a normal support stand 
when the caravan or trailer is parked. 
The Wheel can move caravans and 
trailers up to 3,500kg on level surfaces 
and supports a load weight of 350kg. 

It’s extremely portable at a total weight 
of 22kg and will make moving your 
caravan or trailer so much simpler!   

For more information or to  
get your hands on one, visit  
www.optitec.com.au  
or call 0417 367 257

POLARIS 7” ALL ROAD GPS

OFF-ROAD BALL COUPLING BY AL-KO

The REDARC 40 amp battery charger will ensure 
optimum performance of all your electrical equipment, 
to ensure you’re never without power! The new battery 
charger features separate vehicle DC and solar inputs, 
which simplifies installation. The unit charges from both 
solar and the alternator simultaneously, ‘Green Power 
Priority’ selects solar charging first, taking the 
load off the vehicle’s alternator. Vanners will 
love the amp’s new charging profile for 
Lithium Iron Phosphate batteries, as 
well as common battery types. They 
are compact in size and designed to 
handle  Australia’s tough climates, 
meaning you can rely on them from 
bush to beach!
 
To find out more visit  
www.redarc.com.au/bcdc  
or call (08) 8322 4848

AL-KO have taken their customers valuable 
opinions on-board to create a new and improved 
Off-Road Ball Coupling, which has been 
engineered for extreme off-road adventures. 
AL-KO’s Ball Coupling offers great articulation 
for top-notch towing, quick hitching and locking 
– with no difficult pin or hole alignments – and a 
durable design that integrates zinc plated metal 
components. The best thing is, it’s been made for 
easy integration into your tow rig, thanks to its 

low profile design, which is made to clear most 
4WD tailgates and it’s ability to be easily 

retrofitted to caravans with standard 
50mm couplings. Available in 2000kg 

mechanical override and 3500kg fixed 
electric, this ball coupling also comes 
with a two-year warranty for ultimate 
peace of mind.

For more information,  
visit www.alko.com.au  
or call (03) 9767 3700

The 3,500KG  
ball coupling

The 2,000KG  
ball coupling
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